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INTEREST OF AMICUS CURIAE1
The New England Legal Foundation (NELF) is anonprofit, nonpartisan, public-interest law firmincorporated in Massachusetts in 1977 andheadquartered in Boston.  Its membership consistsof corporations, law firms, individuals, and otherswho believe in NELF’s mission of promotingbalanced economic growth in New England and thenation, protecting the free-enterprise system, anddefending individual economic rights and the rightsof private property.  In fulfillment of its mission,NELF has filed numerous amicus briefs in thisCourt in a great variety of cases.
NELF appears as an amicus in the present casefor two reasons.
First, this case involves the interpretation of astatute that in effect governs economic relationsbetween citizens and government, specificallytaxpayers and the IRS.  As this case demonstrates,even rules regulating communications with thegovernment can greatly affect the property rights ofprivate individuals.
Second, the case deals with the respective role ofcourts and agencies in determining the meaning of

1 Pursuant to Supreme Court Rule 37.6, NELF states that noparty or counsel for a party authored this brief in whole or inpart and that no person or entity, other than NELF, made anymonetary contribution to its preparation or submission.   Pursuant to Supreme Court Rule 37.2(a), the parties receivedten-day notice of NELF’s intention to file this brief.  Also, onSeptember 25, 2019 Petitioners filed a consent to the filing ofamicus briefs in support of either or neither party, and by letterdated October 16, 2019, the Solicitor General granted hisconsent to the filing of this brief.
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statutes enacted by Congress.  In this crossroadswhere all three branches of government meet, NELFis concerned that some courts fail to perform theirChevron due diligence before turning over to anexecutive agency the task of statutoryinterpretation.  Often they do so because theymisunderstand how they should interpret a statutethat appears “silent” on a legal issue, as happenedhere.  The Court should grant certiorari in order tocorrect the decision in this case and provide much-needed guidance to lower courts.2
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

When applying to a statute Chevron’s touchstonedeference formula of “silent or ambiguous,” courts,such as the appeals court here, have difficulty indiscerning the different kinds of silence encounteredin statutes.  In particular, they err by viewingsilence as equivalent to ambiguity even when thesilence on a legal issue means that the statute isdrafted against established common law backgroundprinciples governing that question.
When a common law rule is a backgroundpresumption, as here, it forms the starting point oflegal analysis, and no statutory language is requiredto create it.  Hence, the silence of 26 U.S.C. § 7502 isnot ambiguous about the common law mailbox rule;

2 NELF shares Petitioners’ concerns about the holding ofNational Cable & Telecommunications Association v. Brand XInternet Services, 545 U.S. 967 (2005), which is the subject ofthe first question they present.  NELF addresses only thesecond question because NELF has greater familiarity with it,having briefed a similar question twice before in other courts.For that reason, NELF believes that its views on the secondquestion may be of greater assistance to the Court.
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rather, it signals that the well-establishedbackground common law applies.  There is nolanguage in the statute that expresses a clear andevident intent specifically to abrogate the commonlaw.  These considerations settle the issue.  There isnothing for the agency to do.
When the question is whether a statute abrogatesthe common law, this Court has set a high standardfor what language may be permissibly read to makesuch a fundamental alteration in the law.  So, even if§ 7502 were ambiguous, as the appeals courtbelieved, the ambiguity would by definition fallbelow the standard of “clear and explicit” languagethat “speak[s] directly to the question addressed bythe common law” required to abrogate the commonlaw, and common law rule would remain in effect.Again, there would be no role for the agency.

ARGUMENT
I. As This Case And Others Illustrate, SilencePoses A Special Problem For CourtsConducting A Chevron Analysis.

Chevron deference is premised on “a presumptionthat Congress, when it left ambiguity in a statutemeant for implementation by an agency, understoodthat the ambiguity would be resolved, first andforemost, by the agency, and desired the agency(rather than the courts) to possess whatever degreeof discretion the ambiguity allows.” Smiley v.Citibank (South Dakota), N. A., 517 U.S. 735, 740–741 (1996).
As this Court has also stated, however, courtsremain the “final authority on issues of statutoryconstruction,” and therefore it is their thresholdresponsibility to assess whether an agency is entitled
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to Chevron deference. Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v.Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S.837, 842-43 & n.9 (1984).
In order to make this assessment, courts apply atwo-step test.  Only if, in step one, the court finds thestatute to be “silent or ambiguous” on the relevantlegal issue may the court proceed to step two andevaluate whether the agency’s construction of thestatute is a permissible one entitled to deference. Id.at 843.
Unfortunately, the simple and unqualifiedformulation of “silent or ambiguous” fails todistinguish the different kinds of silence met with instatutes.  Put simply, “[s]ilence . . . does notnecessarily connote ambiguity.” Arangure v.Whitaker, 911 F.3d 333, 338 (6th Cir. 2018). See,e.g., Morissette v. United States, 342 U.S. 246, 262(1952) (Congressional “silence” in act adoptingcommon law concept of crime may warrant “quitecontrary inferences” than “same silence” withoutcommon law background).  “[S]ometimes,” as thisCourt has itself acknowledged, “statutory silence,when viewed in context, is best interpreted aslimiting agency discretion.” Entergy Corp. v.Riverkeeper, Inc., 556 U.S. 208, 223 (2009) (emphasisadded).
The Court’s cautionary reminder is perhaps toolittle heeded. See Arangure, 911 F.3d at 338 (circuitcourts find ambiguity at Chevron’s step one 70% oftime) (citing Kent Barnett & Christopher J. Walker,Chevron in the Circuit Courts, 116 Mich. L. Rev. 1,33–34 (2017)).
The problem of what silence means seems to befelt especially acutely when the silence signals thatthe common law tacitly supplies a legal
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presumption, as here.  Like all presumptions, acommon law presumption — one of the mostimportant “traditional tools of statutoryconstruction” — exists in statutory silence. See id.at 343 (“Indeed, it is hard to imagine an interpretive‘tool’ more ‘traditional’ than the centuries-oldcommon-law presumption.”).  Such silence hasserved to confuse more than one court.
For example, in Woods v. START Treatment &Recovery Centers, Inc., the Second Circuit sought toanswer the question of whether the standard ofcausation for a retaliation claim brought under theFamily and Medical Leave Act is but-for causation or“negative factor” causation.  864 F.3d 158, 165 (2dCir. 2017).  Finding the statute silent on the issue,the court turned for instruction to this Court’sdecision in University of Texas Southwestern MedicalCenter v. Nassar, 570 U.S. 338 (2013).  In Nassar,this Court had ruled that the “default” causation forfederal statutory torts is the “background” commonlaw rule of but-for causation, “absent an indicationto the contrary in the statute itself.” Id. at 346-47.
The Second Circuit readily acknowledged thatNassar requires a clear indication of causation onlywhen a statute departs from the but-for commonlaw.  Nonetheless, it concluded that Chevron’stouchstone phrase “silent or ambiguous” must meanthat the FMLA statute’s silence is the equivalent ofambiguity and requires deference to the “negativefactor” standard set out in the Department of Labor’sregulation. See Woods, 864 F.3d at 168. See alsoChase v. U.S. Postal Service, 149 F. Supp. 3d 195 (D.Mass. 2016) (on same issue, rejecting common lawbut-for rule because “merely a default,” hencestatute’s silence is “ambiguous” and requiresdeference to agency).
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In a word, in the hands of some courts, the verysilence that is an inherent feature of an establishedbackground common law principle becomes a validreason to ignore the principle.  Confusion of thatmagnitude requires correction by this Court.
II. Because Section 7502 Is Silent But NotAmbiguous, The Appeals Court Should NotHave Ruled That The Common Law WasAbrogated.

In this case the Ninth Circuit also took its cuefrom Chevron’s phrase “silent or ambiguous” anderroneously discerned ambiguity in the silence of 26U.S.C. § 7502.
First it found § 7502 “conspicuously silent”concerning whether it “displaces” the common lawmailbox rule.  In part the lower court grounded itsdeference to the IRS regulation on the supposedambiguity created by this silence.
In doing so, that court failed to appreciate that anestablished background common law principle existsas a legal presumption that may not be read out of astatute unless Congress’s intention to oust it is madeclear. See, e.g., United States v. Texas, 507 U.S. 529,534 (1993) (“longstanding” principle that statutesinvading common law read with “presumptionfavoring the retention of long-established andfamiliar principles, except when a statutory purposeto the contrary is evident”; to abrogate common-law,statute must speak directly to common law question)(quotation marks and citations omitted; emphasisadded); Exxon Shipping Co. v. Baker, 554 U.S. 471,489 (2008) (accord); Norfolk Redevelopment & Hous.Auth. v. Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co. of Virginia,464 U.S. 30, 35 (1983) (“well-established principle of
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statutory construction” that common law not deemedrepealed unless language “clear and explicit for thispurpose”) (quotation marks and citation omitted);Astoria Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass’n. v. Solimino, 501U.S. 104, 108 (1991) (“where a common-law principleis well established, . . . the courts may take it asgiven that Congress has legislated with anexpectation that the principle will apply except whena statutory purpose to the contrary is evident”)(quotation marks and citation omitted). See also 2BSutherland Statutory Construction § 56:3 (“Publicpolicy rooted in the common law appears to haveextraordinary strength and vitality, as evidenced bythe tenacity with which courts adhere to the rulethat statutes in derogation of the common law arestrictly construed.”) (7th ed.).
Hence, the common law background presumptioncannot be overcome here by the silence, conspicuousor otherwise, that the appeals court found in § 7502on that question.  Rather, when the appeals courtadmitted that it found only “conspicuous[] silen[ce],”it ipso facto ruled that it did not find the “clear”intent and “evident” purpose required to abrogatethe common law mailbox rule.  At that point, itswork was done.  It should have ruled that thecommon law rule retained its vitality, as it had ruledin Anderson v. United States, 966 F.2d 487 (9th Cir.1992) (finding no “clear intent” to “displace” commonlaw rule and so declining to read statute asexcluding rule).  Instead, this time it purported todiscern ambiguity in a silence in which there wasnone.
For, once again, not all silences are the same; notall silences are empty; when a statutory silence isinformed by a background common law principle orpractice, as has been the case here, mere silence does
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not create an ambiguity. See Staples v. UnitedStates, 511 U.S. 600, 619 & n.17 (1994) (againstbackground common law favoring mens rearequirement, statute’s silence does not suggestCongress dispensed with mens rea nor does it createambiguity); New Jersey v. New York, 523 U.S. 767,783 & n. 6 (1998) (in 1832 compact between states,silence did not create ambiguity as to which statewould own filled land added to Ellis Island where“the silence of the Compact was on the subject ofsettled [common] law governing avulsion, which theparties’ silence showed no intent to modify”)3; Id. at813 (Breyer and Ginsburg, JJ., concurring) (“silenceis not ambiguity; silence means that ordinarybackground law applies”); Garrett v. United States,471 U.S. 773, 793 (1985) (“presumption [exists] whenCongress creates two distinct offenses . . . that itintends to permit cumulative sentences, andlegislative silence on this specific issue does notestablish an ambiguity or rebut this presumption”);Tarrant Regional Water Dist. v. Herrmann, 569 U.S.614, 631 & n.21 (2013) (when initial examination ofinterstate compact’s silence suggested ambiguity,court turned to “other interpretive tools,” includingestablished “background notion” that states do noteasily cede sovereignty, and concluded that silencemeant states did not intend to grant cross-borderrights).
In its 1992 decision in Anderson, the appealscourt got it right, therefore.  It understood that legalanalysis starts with the common law presumptionand then asks whether there is a “clear” and

3 Congressionally approved interstate compacts partake of thenature of statutes.  See Oklahoma v. New Mexico, 501 U.S. 221,236 n.5 (1991).
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“evident” textual intent to overcome it.  966 F.3d at491.  As this Court has observed of such startingpoints, “courts may take it as a given that Congresshas legislated with an expectation that the [commonlaw] principle will apply except when a statutorypurpose to the contrary is evident.”4 U.S. v. Texas,507 U.S. at 534 (quotation marks and citationomitted).  The Anderson court found no such clearand evident language and so correctly affirmed thecommon law rule.
In this case, the appeals court again found thestatute “conspicuously silent” as to any intent toabrogate, but rather than rule that the common lawremains in force, it mistakenly transmuted thesilence into an ambiguity, which in turn became thespringboard for deferring to what is, in effect, theIRS’s regulatory abrogation of the common law rule.For the reasons set out above, there is no ambiguityin that silence and no justification for the deference.See also Entergy, 556 U.S. at 223 (silence sometimesbest read as limitation on agency discretion); OregonRestaurant and Lodging Association v. Perez, 843F.3d 355, 362 (9th Cir. 2016) (O’Scannlain, J.,dissenting from denial of en banc review) (“silencedoes not always constitute a gap an agency may fill,but often reflects Congress’s decision not to regulatein a particular area at all”).
In a footnote, the appeals court seemed to findadditional ambiguity in another silence, i.e., § 7502’sfailure to affirm overtly the retention of the commonlaw rule.  The appeals court was unmindful that a

4 For Congress’s similar expectation about the common lawmailbox rule, see H.R. Rep. No. 90-1104, at 2354 (1968) and S.Rep. No. 90-1014, at 2373 (1968).
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common law presumption exists only in statutorysilence.  So mere silence cannot be used as anargument against its existence. See, e.g., Staub v.Proctor Hospital, 562 U.S. 411, 417 (2011) (“we startfrom the premise that when Congress creates afederal tort it adopts the background of general tortlaw”) (emphasis added); Meyer v. Holley, 537 U.S.280, 285 (2003) (“And the Court has assumed that,when Congress creates a tort action, it legislatesagainst a legal background of ordinary tort-relatedvicarious liability rules and consequently intends itslegislation to incorporate those rules”) (emphasisadded); Astoria, 501 U.S. at 108 (“Congress isunderstood to legislate against a background ofcommon-law adjudicatory principles”) (emphasisadded).
In short, when the common law has beenrecognized by courts as providing a background legalpresumption, as with the common law mailbox rule,the question is not whether to read it into the statutedespite “silence,” but whether there is sufficientlyclear and compelling warrant in the text to justifyreading it out of the statute.  The analysis beginswith the presumption.  The appeals court treated thepresumption wrongly as a conclusion to be reached,rather than as a starting point presumed to be valid.
For all of these reasons, the appeals court wascorrect in 1992, but erred in 2019.  In this case itpointed to no statutory language that “speak[s]directly to the question addressed by the commonlaw,” U.S. v. Texas, 507 U.S. at 534, and thatcommunicates in “clear and explicit” language,Norfolk, 464 U.S. at 35, an “evident” intent, Astoria,501 U.S. at 108, to abrogate the common law rule.Quite the opposite — the lower court freely confessed
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that it found no such language in the statute, justsilence.  That should have ended the matter.
III. There Is No Role For “Dueling”Interpretive Rules In This Case.

In the eyes of the appeals court, so-called“dueling” interpretive rules rendered the statute allthe more ambiguous and seemed to provide a furtherreason to defer to the IRS.  The lower court erred onthat point too.
This case does not present an ordinary problem ofmaking sense of an “ambiguous” statute.  When thespecific question is whether a statute abrogates anestablished common law, a distinctive interpretiveproblem is posed.  For the specific purpose ofanswering that question, this Court has set a highstandard for what language may be permissibly readto make such a fundamental alteration in the law.See supra pp. 6-7.  As discussed earlier, § 7502’ssilence plainly falls below the mark.
But even assuming that the statute’s language is“ambiguous,” as the appeals court believed, such“ambiguous” language would, by definition, also fallbelow the standard of “clear and explicit” languagethat “speak[s] directly to the question addressed bythe common law,” etc., required to make analteration in established law. See supra pp. 6-7.  Forthat reason, the ambiguity would be in itselfdispositive of the question and there would be noneed for further analysis.
Moreover, because common law presumptions arealways “silent,” one could always argue, as the IRSdid, that whatever appears expressly in thestatutory text is intended to constitute the entiretyof permissible conduct.  Such reasoning cuts far too
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wide a swath, however.  The circuit court’s adoptionof that argument imperils even the most well-entrenched common law principles, which wouldrequire a statutory saving clause to preserve them inevery instance.  Such an approach would profoundlyalter the relationship between background commonlaw principles and statutory law and run contrary tothe well-established interpretive standards adoptedby this Court. See supra pp. 6-11.
The appeals court should therefore have read thecommon law mailbox rule and the statutory rule inharmony, rather than deferring to a reading of thestatute that conflicts with and supplants thecommon law. See 2B Sutherland StatutoryConstruction § 50:1 (“A statutory limitation capableof more than one construction is given a constructionconsistent with the common law.”) (collecting cases);§ 56:3 (“courts generally interpret a statute toconform with common-law concepts where the letterof the statute is silent about consequences analogousto situations governed by common-law principles”).

CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, the Court shouldgrant certiorari and address the problem of silenceand common law presumptions both in theimmediate context of 26 U.S.C. § 7502 and moregenerally, for the instruction of lower courts.
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Respectfully submitted,
NEW ENGLAND LEGAL FOUNDATION,
By its attorneys,
/s/ John Pagliaro
John Pagliaro, Staff AttorneyCounsel of RecordMartin J. Newhouse, PresidentNew England Legal Foundation150 Lincoln StreetBoston, Massachusetts 02111Telephone: (617) 695-3660johnpagliaro@nelfonline.org
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